Nonadiabatic reactant-product decoupling calculation for the F(2P(1/2)) + H2 reaction.
In this paper we present a theoretical study using time-dependent nonadiabatic reactant-product decoupling method for the state-to-state reactive scattering calculation of F((2)P(1/2))+H(2) (nu=j=0) reaction on the Alexander-Stark-Werner potential energy surface. In this nonadiabatic state-to-state calculation, the full wave function is partitioned into reactant component and a sum of all product components. The reactant and product components of the wave function are solved independently. For the excited state reaction, the state-to-state reaction probabilities for J=0.5 are calculated. Comparing the state-to-state reaction probabilities, it is found that the vibrational population of the HF product is dominated by vibrational levels nu=2 and 3. The rotation specific reaction probabilities of HF product in j=1 and 2 are larger than those in other rotational levels. As the rotation quantum number j increases, the positions of the peak in the rotational reaction probability of HF product in nu=3 shift to higher collision energy.